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ABSTRACTS

The artwork in the collection, “Remembrance,” is a collection of threedimensional paper toys inspired by the culture of Dong Son civilization. The study was
intended as an investigation into a mysterious, once-lost kingdom that flourished in the
northern delta region of Vietnam. The designs and art motifs found on bronze artifacts
from Dong Son have been scrutinized, then compared with stories in Vietnamese
legends to decipher their hidden message and symbolism. I collected and translated the
design motifs digitally as part of the creative process before analyzing their philosophies
and intentions to not only introduce the culture but also accurately represent the spirits
of the Vietnamese Dong Son civilians.
The paper toys were envisioned as embodiments of semi-mythical figures and
Dong Son philosophical concepts. Together, the twelve characters represent Dong
Son's messengers. As the audience interacted with the toys, I envisioned the audience
contemplating the beautiful motifs and actively creating their own adventures into the
lost world of civilization Dong Son.
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CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION
1.1. A Journey into Vietnamese Folklore

A significant vessel of culture is folklore, including fairy tales, fables, myths,
legends, and proverbs, which carry both tangible and intangible heritages that have
aged hundreds to thousands of years. It is an embodiment of a set of values that
uniquely characterized a culture. These stories, passed from generation to generation,
were infused with the richness of historical events and characterized by the thoughts
and hopes of the people. Understanding folklore, we can mentally travel through time
and space, into an imaginative world that is connected to the minds of the people,
where we see things through the eyes of our parents, grandparents, and ancestors.
That is where we enrich ourselves with culture. Inspired by this exposure, I want to
direct my thesis project to honor the fantastic world of Vietnamese folklore. As a graphic
designer and visual communicator, I hope to lead others to experience the spectacular
adventure that I have been through and hopefully will influence the audience to love
Vietnamese culture, as much as I do.
I want my exhibition to reflect the way I see Vietnamese folklore, how I perceive
them as a native Vietnamese born in Vietnam; and by combining these ideas with my
exposure to American culture, I aim to create a compelling visual bridge and guide the
audience into the cultural world that nurtures the minds of Vietnamese people. In my
previous semesters, I have experienced various techniques using digital and traditional
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methods, from woodcuts to screen printings, all of which I want to utilize in making the
visuals for my thesis.
My exhibition is a series of 3D paper dolls that embodied ancient Vietnamese
people’s material and spiritual life. Richly infused with folklores and carrying with
themselves the art inspirations from Dong Son’s artifacts, each of the dolls represents
from legendary figures to philosophical beliefs, acting as a messenger to guide the
audience into the past, into the mind of the ancient Vietnamese, to see life from their
perspective and to experience the values, thoughts, and beliefs that altogether created
a unique soul of the Vietnamese.
I experimented with non-traditional designs to study the impact of how creatively
reconstructing graphics in three-dimensional space with interactive elements can
significantly improve the experience and provoke strong emotional responses from the
audience. By having the audience interact with the paper dolls, I want them to actively
explore and create their own experience into the imaginary realm that connected to the
mind of the people from another time and space. I personify abstract concepts, by
making them human or non-human creatures, to create a warm reception and humane
connection between the audience and concepts. At a certain point, the audience will
imagine themselves as the dolls, and naturally, become one with the mind manifested
by the dolls.
My goal was to create a portal, a means of communication that spreads the
beautiful spirit of ancient Vietnamese, which I greatly adore and appreciate. The
messengers will carry the stories, and that is how the Vietnamese spirits will live on and
continue to empower us.
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CHAPTER 2.
FROM LEGEND TO HISTORY
2.1. The Vietnamese Story of Origin: “Lac Long Quan and Au Co”

Before it was recorded in books, the Vietnamese creation myth had been passed
from generation to generation through word-of-mouth. In this chapter, we will examine
the first written version of the story, which belongs to a folklore compilation named Lĩnh
Nam Chích Quái.
Lĩnh Nam Chích Quái [A Selection of Wondrous Tales in Lĩnh Nam] was one of
most important Vietnamese literature that recorded the earliest known semi-fictions and
folklores. The book was written in Han-Viet characters by unknown authors and was
collected and edited during Lý-Trần Dynasty. Many well-known Vietnamese folk legends
were mentioned in the collection: from the most famous creation myth “Truyện Hồng
Bàng Thị” [The Story of Hong Bang Lineage] that explained the birth of Bách Việt, the
ancestors of ancient Vietnamese, to the semi-fiction “Truyện Rùa Vàng'' [The Story of
The Golden Turtle] that told the story of King An Dương Vương who united Lạc Việt and
Âu Lạc tribes during the resistance against the ruthless invasion of Chinese King Qin
Shi Huangdi's, until the country's tragic loss to Nanyue invasion around 207 BCE. Lĩnh
Nam Chích Quái also recorded mythical tales of Vietnamese gods and goddesses, such
as “Truyện Núi Tản Viên” [The Story of Mount Tan Vien] illustrated the epic battle
between the earth deity, Sơn Tinh, and water deity, Thủy Tinh, that reflected the
practice of tidal irrigation, the severe seasonal monsoon and how Vietnamese adapted
to the geographical challenges to flourish their agriculture. Although the stories in Lĩnh
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Nam Chích Quái were full of surreal and magical elements, later research by modern
historians have proven the stories built on actual historical events and real figures.

1

The first book of Lĩnh Nam Chích Quái started with the story “Truyện Hồng Bàng
Thị” [The Story of Hong Bang Lineage] detailing the origin of Vietnamese as follow:
King Đế Minh, the third-generation grandson of Thần Nông [Agriculture God],
had a son called Đế Nghi. King Đế Minh traveled the South and married to Immortal
Lady Vụ Tiên, then they gave birth to Lộc Tục, a demigod prince with heavenly beauty
and extraordinary characters and talents. The king wanted Lộc Tục to inherit the throne,
but the prince refused and insisted that his older brother Đế Nghi more deserved the
honor. King Minh then divided the country into two nations using the Dương Tử river as
the borders. By the decisions of their father, Đế Nghi would rule the North, and Lộc Tục
would become the king of the South. Lộc Tục was then granted the title Kinh Dương
Vương [King of Kinh Duong], he united the southern Vietnamese tribes into a country
called Xích Quỷ.
Kinh Dương Vương (Lộc Tục), as being a demigod, traveled under the sea and
married the Dragon Lord's daughter from Lake Động Đình. The queen gave birth to
prince Sùng Lãm, who was granted the title of Lạc Long Quân [Dragon Lord of the Lac
(people)] and became the most famous semi-mythical dragon king of Xích Quỷ. The
demigod king Kinh Dương Vương mysteriously disappeared after passing his throne.
Taken after his deity parents, Lạc Long Quân was a remarkably powerful and
knowledgeable king. He taught his citizens agriculture and established the early
foundation of Vietnamese social systems and philosophies. Under the reign of Lạc Long

Trần Thế Pháp et al., Lĩnh Nam Chích Quái [A Selection of Wondrous Tales in Lĩnh Nam] (Kim Đồng
Publisher, 2019).
1
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Quân, there was happiness, peace, and abundance. Xích Quỷ society flourished both
physically and spiritually, the people became strong and independent by themselves
even when Lạc Long Quân occasionally left to visit his underwater world. The people
loved their king, every time they needed him, they would call him, and he would
immediately respond to their calls.
In the North, Đế Nghi also passed the throne to his heir, Đế Lai. Đế Lai has a
daughter named Âu Cơ. Inspired by his grandfather’s encounter with the southern fairy,
Đế Lai left Âu Cơ at his base, then traveled the south. He then totally engaged with the
magnificent sceneries, exotic creatures, and plants there and forgot to return home.
Without kings, the Xích Quỷ southerners were harassed by the aggressive
northerners, and they bitterly pledged for their king Lạc Long Quân to come back. As
king Lạc Long Quân came back to settle the conflicts, he encountered Lady Âu Cơ and
was charmed by her beauty. Transformed himself into a handsome aristocrat followed
by countless servants who sang and dance, he successfully captured the princess’
heart and Âu Cơ agreed to follow him to the palace of the dragons. As king Đế Lai
returned home and realized the princess was missing, he became enraged and sent the
army to search for her whereabouts, but the soldiers got frightened by numerous
tropical beasts: dragons, giant snakes, elephants, etc. which were Lạc Long Quân
transformed into, so much that Đế Lai had to give up searching. The throne of Xích
Thần was passed to king Du Võng, then the Xuy Vưu revolted. A leader of one of the
northern tribes named Hiên Viên united the northern tribes and defeated Xuy Vưu. Later
he defeated Du Võng and put an end to the country of Xích Thần.
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Lady Âu Cơ married to king Lạc Long Quân of Xích Quỷ, then gave birth to an
egg sac. Confused by the unusual phenomena, they left the egg sac in the field.
Miraculously, after seven days, the egg sac broke into a hundred eggs, which hatched a
hundred sons. They brought the children in, and the children grew up incredibly fast into
exceptionally handsome young men, all blessed with extraordinary talent, courage, and
intelligence. Lạc Long Quân often returned to the underwater kingdom and left Âu Cơ
alone with the sons. One day, Âu Cơ missed her northern country, but as she brought
her sons to the borders, the current king of the North became frightened and sent the
troops to stop her. Feeling helpless, Âu Cơ cried for her husband: “Oh Father, where
are you now? Without you, we would be saddened like this.” Hearing her calling, the
king went back and met Âu Cơ. Lạc Long Quân told Âu Cơ: “I am a dragon, leader of
the sea tribes, you are a fairy, you belong to the land. Our miraculous union gave birth
to our sons, but we are from different species, which cannot be together. I will bring fifty
sons back to the sea and we will rule the sea nations, you will bring fifty sons to the land
and rule the countries on land. If anything happens, we must let each other know, never
forget.”
The fifty sons followed Âu Cơ to Phong Châu and established the country of Văn
Lang. The oldest son became the first known Hùng Vương (Hung King). Following Lạc
Long Quân’s instructions, they divided the country into fifteen states, establishing
political and social systems, shaping the first centralized Vietnamese government. The
citizens of Văn Lang then adopted a new custom of tattooing dragons on their bodies to
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avoid being harmed by crocodiles when they went fishing in lakes and rivers. The
country of Văn Lang lasted for eighteen generations of Hung Kings. 2

2

Ibid
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2.2. The Origin of Vietnamese: The Discovery of Dong Son Culture

Dong Son culture is believed to have been an important prehistoric culture that
flourished in Vietnam during the Bronze Age, according to the Vietnamese National
Museum of History. The Red River, the Ma River, and the Ca River contain the most
remnants of Dong Son culture in northern Vietnam's deltas. The first Dong Son site was
discovered in 1924 near the Ma River in Dong Son District, there have since been over
seventy sites found in various places such as deltas and mountains.3
It was evident from the found artifacts that the ancient Dong Son civilization had
developed a strong foundation of early agriculture within the delta areas of northern
Vietnam and had become accustomed to tropical weather and severe monsoons.
Numerous tools and weapons found during the Dong Son period suggest the
Vietnamese already practiced farming, hunting, and developed sophisticated maritime
activities and boats. Bronze artifacts, such as drums, vases, axes, arrows, and pots,
also showed that Dong Son craftsmanship had advanced to a high level. 4
Furthermore, by studying the design motifs found on the Dong Son bronzes,
such as human forms, animals, stilt houses, etc., historians and researchers could gain
insight into one of the most mysterious and important cultures in Southeast Asia. The
Dong Son bronzes kept within themselves not just the records of a rich material and
religious life of people during the Hùng Vương dynasty but also the sophisticated
thoughts and philosophies of the ancient Vietnamese.5

“Dong Son Culture Interactive Exhibition,” Bảo Tàng Lịch Sử Quốc Gia (Vietnam National Museum of
History), accessed 2021, http://vnmh.egal.vn/section/dongson/.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
3
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CHAPTER 3.
BEYOND BEAUTY - AN INVESTIGATION INTO DONG SON ART
MOTIFS AND DONG SON PHILOSOPHIES
3.1. Art Motifs Found on Dong Son Artifacts

According to the book Lĩnh Nam Chích Quái, Kinh Dương Vương inherited the
South, united the southern tribes, and established Xích Quỷ. Xích had double
meanings: "the red fire" which symbolized "the sun", and "the quintessence"; while quỷ
meant "mastered", altogether, Xích Quỷ meant "mastering the sun" or "mastering the
quintessence". 6 7The name of the kingdom reflected an important practice of honoring
the sun, which was popular in ancient Southeastern civilizations whose agriculture was
a main occupation. The unique star-like sun motif was illustrated as a huge star with
multiple triangle-shaped light rays radiating from the center, like a burst of light shining
in the dark (figure 15.). In ancient civilizations, the sun was very important, it warmed up
the world, nurtured the plants, and casted away the terrifying darkness. The sun both
symbolized the sacred light that blessed life into beings, and figuratively represented the
ultimate wisdom within that would lead humanity to true happiness and fulfilment. 8
Secondly, Âu Lạc was the first recorded Viet kingdom, ruled by the Vietnamese
Lạc tribes whose totemic animal was a bird, which explained the name Lạc Việt.9
Because of that, bird motifs were abundant and could be seen everywhere on Dong

Trần Thế Pháp et al., Lĩnh Nam Chích Quái [A Selection of Wondrous Tales in Lĩnh Nam] (Kim Đồng
Publisher, 2019).
7 Kim Định, in Sứ Điêp Trống Đồng [The Messages of Bronze Drums] (San José, CA: An Việt, 1984),
pp.15-16.
8 Ibid, pp 28-30.
9 Helmut Hermann Loofs-Wissowa, “Dongson Drums: Instruments of Shamanism or Regalia?” Arts
Asiatiques 46, no. 1 (1991): pp. 39-49, https://doi.org/10.3406/arasi.1991.1300.
6

9

Son bronzes. From big birds like stock, crane, pelican, peacock, to small birds like duck,
chicken, etc. Birds were depicted to be living peacefully together with the human
communities: there were scenes of peacocks standing on the rooftops of houses, or
scenes of boats traveling with birds surrounded, mating, hunting, flying gleefully, etc.
Also, the citizens of Dong Son were portrayed as people wearing feather-clothed
clothing, mimicking the appearance of birds. The tradition that directly related to their
creation legend.10
Thirdly, besides birds, on Dong Son’s remnants there were motifs of other
tropical animals like deer, ox, water buffalo, elephant, dog, etc. Ox and buffalo and
elephant were rarely seen as decorative motifs but were often used as models for
bronze objects. Tiny frog statues were attached on top of some Dong Son drums. Dogs
often accompanied humans in hunting scenes seen on bronze axes, which suggested
the early Lạc Việt people had domesticated and trained dogs to assist them in hunting
activities.11 Alligators and fishes were abundant in the rivers of the deltas, thus they also
appeared on Dong Son bronzes. The alligators were stylized and varied in designs.
Interestingly, there was an absence of insects, beasts, and mythical creatures.12
Fourthly, Dong Son motifs all faced from left to right, and on Dong Son drums,
the design motifs circled counterclockwise. Since antiquity, the Vietnamese favored left
over right. For example, their clothes had buttons on the right so they would use their
left hand to close their tunics. This practice was remarkably distinguishable from the rest

Kim Định, in Sứ Điêp Trống Đồng [The Messages of Bronze Drums] (San José, CA: An Việt, 1984), pp.
17-18.
11 “Hình Tượng Động Vật Nhiệt Đới Trên Đồ Đồng Đông Sơn,” Trí Thức VN, January 26, 2021,
https://trithucvn.org/van-hoa/hinh-tuong-dong-vat-nhiet-doi-tren-do-dong-dong-son.html.
12 Kim Định, in Sứ Điêp Trống Đồng [The Meses of Bronze Drums] (San José, CA: An Việt, 1984), pp.
30.
10
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of the surrounding civilizations but was like that of the Sumerians and the Egyptians.
The practice of left-over-right had a deeper meaning: going clockwise indicated
someone mindlessly following material life and ignoring their feelings. Going
counterclockwise, in the opposite, suggesting someone mindfully resist the material
temptations and following their heart. 13
Fifthly, throughout Dong Son's philosophy and art, there was an evident and
heavy influence of dualism. Among every other motif, there was a unique motif
represented the two crocodiles touching their feet with their symmetrical reflections
(figure 2). A variety of variations of this motif are seen on Dong Son bronzes, from
water-related scenes to decorations on tools and weapons. Dualism theory explained
that everything that existed would be divided into two bipolar different yet indivisible
components.14 The philosophy was developed as ancient civilians observed the change
of nature and realized the exclusive connections of things. Everything from tangible to
intangible could be divided into pairs of opposites: like earth - water, sun - moon, male female, spiritual - material, etc. The different nature of things influenced the existence of
one another, like light defining darkness, day defining night, etc. The miraculous
marriage of Lạc Long Quân and Âu Cơ, between the two different species of dragon
and fairy, was a good example of this philosophy.15 Dong Son civilians had developed a
sophisticated level of multi-perspective thinking that focused on causes and effects and
the harmonious connections between them, as reflected by the emphasis on dualism.

13

Ibid, pp. 18-19.
“Dualism,” Encyclopædia Britannica (Encyclopædia Britannica, inc.), accessed May 2021,
https://www.britannica.com/topic/dualism-religion.
15 Việt Hùng Nguyễn, “Biểu Tượng Lưỡng Hợp Trong Truyện Cổ Các Nước Đông Nam Á,” SCIENTIFIC
JOURNAL OF TAN TRAO UNIVERSITY 4, no. 7 (April 7, 2021): pp. 13-20, https://doi.org/10.51453/23541431/2018/109.
14
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Lastly, in Dong Son motifs, subtly but beautifully illustrated were hints of the
creation myth, "Lạc Long Quân và Âu Cơ", which was proven to have existed and had
greatly influenced Dong Son culture. Found on the body of bronze drums were
depictions of Lạc Việt boats (figure 2). While residents of Dong Son dressed as birds,
their boats resembled dragons, the body of which gracefully curved upwards, along with
beautifully carved heads and tails. The dragon-shaped boat motifs even had paddles
decorated as feet, and eyes glaring powerfully at the sky while their mouth opened wide
to receive a bird motif flying straight into. The mythological moment of the divine union
between Âu Cơ and Lạc Long Quân was depicted in such a romanticized and
sophisticated manner, which also hinted at ancient Vietnamese’s great pride in their
roots. The bird was depicted as being actively and willfully pushing her way into
becoming one with the dragon, as Âu Cơ became pregnant with the children of Lạc
Long Quân, creating the blessed children of dragon and fairy. The concept of the
dragon-shaped boat motif also reflected Lạc Long Quân’s preferred location and his
habit of visiting the underwater world which was mentioned in the creation myth. As a
demigod descendant of dragons, he was accustomed to life at the sea, just like boats
belong to the ocean.16

Kim Định, in Sứ Điêp Trống Đồng [The Messages of Bronze Drums] (San José, CA: An Việt, 1984), pp.
20-22.
16
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3.2. The Human and The Universe

Having consciousness means human beings start wondering about themselves
and the world around them. We cannot resist the urge to learn, and we become both
curious and frightened of what we could not understand. We want to know who we are,
and what our purposes are in life. Since antiquity, human beings had always tried to
understand the world they lived in because they had to survive against fierce beasts
and unpredictable changes of climate between the vast wilderness. To counter their
fears of the uncertainties, ancient inhabitants had developed abstract concepts, or
philosophies, to describe the unknowns, they referred to natural phenomena that they
couldn't understand as the works of gods and started worshipping fearful beasts that
they considered symbols of powers. Hence in ancient arts, 'higher beings' were often
depicted as incredibly powerful and frightening beasts: lions, tigers, elephants, cobras,
crocodiles, eagles, etc. which were all mean, unpredictable, vicious, and brutal.17
The 'higher beings' represented what the ancient civilians feared of and what
they yearned for to feel secure of themselves: material possessions, and dominance in
size and power. Their wishes reflected in their arts and cultures. Throughout history,
civilizations around the world had produced various impressive and gigantic
monuments, structures, buildings, and extravagant arts, which many still exist today:
from Mesopotamian ziggurats, Egyptian pyramids, to Aztec temples, etc.18

Kim Định, in Sứ Điêp Trống Đồng [The Messages of Bronze Drums] (San José, CA: An Việt, 1984), pp.
30-33.
18 Ibid, p.33.
17
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On remnants of ancient arts, humans were often depicted as smaller, weaker,
and more inferior beings before gigantic beasts, gods, mythical beings, and evils, etc. 19
The more unpredictable and brutal the 'higher beings' were, the more vulnerable and
inferior the humans felt of themselves as the weaker 'subjects'. Fears and inferiority had
driven humanity to wars and endless sufferings – as they relentlessly chased after
idealisms and physical materials. It was humans who developed philosophies to explain
the world as they wanted to understand life, but it was also their philosophies that
caused them sufferings. When humans surrendered themselves to the embodiments of
their fears, they also gave up their power to control their destiny.
In Dong Son art, uniquely, there was an absence of beasts, mythical beings,
monsters, deities, supernatural activities, bizarreness, or obscurity.20 There were not
any almighty gods and goddesses, or terrifying beasts that humans would fear of or
surrender to. Instead, the depictions in Dong Son art were abstract, without
exaggerations or dramas, they were serene, calm, and peaceful. There were just
scenes of humans living their life, performing the daily activities, from pounding rice,
hunting, sea travelling, to dancing, etc. in an unhurried, tranquil, even joyous manner.
The absence of 'higher beings', or scenes depicted violence and
superstitiousness suggested that Dong Son philosophies focused on realism more than
surrealism.21 Even though in their early myths there were magical factors and monsters,
the artists seemed to deliberately choose to depict only what was real. This theory was

19

Ibid, p.33.
Ibid, pp. 38-40.
21 Ibid, p.38.
20
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more believable since the animal motifs found on Dong Son bronzes were only those
that could be seen in real life.
The Dong Son citizens were not the subjects of any almighty gods or goddesses,
they considered themselves possessing the same power of creation and regeneration,
just like all other living beings (chapter 5.6 Original Triangle). Their active participation in
their lives, as both receiver and giver, showed Dong Son civilians were conscious of
their power and their ability to change and influence the world around them. This selfawareness increased their confidence, thus there were no conflicts, competitions, or
fears. On Dong Son drums and Dong Son artifacts, humans were living their lives
among other animals, peacefully and harmoniously, each doing their own business. The
calm, almost stoic mindset influenced the ways Dong Son artists produced their arts:
humans and animals alike were sized realistically, the artists did not exaggerate size to
emphasize power or hierarchy. Humans were not frightened of beasts, and smaller
animals did not hesitate to come close to humans. Crocodiles swimming alongside
humans' boats, and birds mating and flying around. Inarguably, the human-centered
philosophies and realization of their power were important factors that influenced Dong
Son’s culture, philosophies, and ways of life.22
Because of the realization of their power and willingness to take control of their
destiny, the Dong Son civilians had broken free from fears of the uncertainties that
inflicted pains and sufferings to many other civilizations. Their appreciation of life and all
living things allow them to live harmoniously and feel strong and peaceful from within.

22

Ibid, p.38-41
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CHAPTER 4.
EXECUTION
4.1. Visual Translation of Design Motifs

As I was inspired by the charm and beauty of Dong Son's art and philosophy, I
gathered, studied, and digitally transformed the motifs into vector elements. The
symbols came from various artifacts, including bronze drums, vases, axes, jewelry,
tools, and weapons; I decided to explore the relationships between the objects and the
motifs. Combining the visual study with the research I did into Dong Son's culture and
philosophy; I was then able to design my paper toy characters with a greater
understanding and inspiration.
Paper toys were chosen as a deliverable because I was inspired by the idea of
incorporating creative visual elements into the body of art to tell a powerful story, like
how Dong Son artisans romanticized dragon-shaped boats to depict the miraculous
union of dragon and fairy. In addition, a three-dimensional design would provide the
audience with the opportunity to create their own experience. My main goal was not
only to introduce beautiful art from Dong Son, but also to suggest the stories and
philosophies behind them, since I believed that the audience would better understand
the design by being curious and exploring the context and meaning. The title of the
book Sứ Điệp Trống Đồng [The Messages of Bronze Drums] inspired me to create
something that could serve as the true "messengers" of culture and philosophy to guide
audiences into exploring the past. As a result, I decided to create a series of cultureinfused paper dolls depicting the messengers of Dong Son culture. In addition, the
humane aspect of the dolls pointed out how Dong Son artists gave inanimate objects,
16

such as houses and boats, eyes to reveal that they were not just objects, but were also
living vessels representing culture.
Vietnamese Dong Son art had advanced to a remarkably high level of
sophistication. In their bronze works, the ancient artists were restricted to the tools
available, which only allowed them to produce certain solid strokes and dots. As no
paint was used in their work, the artisans created inventive patterns purely from
monolines of varying lengths, sometimes as dotted lines, and miniature circles with a
point at the center. The motifs, however, were gracefully brought into life with
expressive strokes: for example, the birds’ wings flapping, their necks turning, and their
smooth feathers, etc. were carefully depicted with only simple long-short-diagonal
strokes.23 It was a mesmerizing world blended between reality and romance. Life was
illustrated vividly and gorgeously as if the whole romance of the moment had been
captured and forever lived in the art.
To celebrate that spirit, I wanted to preserve the beauty of the motifs, archaic and
exotic, and to create designs that I could integrate the motifs in, while enhancing their
expressiveness and storytelling aspect. The motifs were digitally translated following
closely the references, using only monoline, solid shapes, and patterns of circles and
dot-centered circles, with adjusted curved and straight lines to enhance aesthetics.
As I restricted my translation method, I allowed myself to creatively romanticize
the designs of the characters and how to integrate the motifs into the art.

Hòa Đức, “Hình Tượng Động Vật Nhiệt Đới Trên Đồ Đồng Đông Sơn,” Trí Thức VN, January 26,
2021, https://trithucvn.org/van-hoa/hinh-tuong-dong-vat-nhiet-doi-tren-do-dong-dong-son.html.
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4.2. Color Palette and Style Development

After thousands of years buried and forgotten beneath the earth, the Dong Son
bronzes had been severely rusted and heavily oxidized, there were not paint residues,
paintings, or written records left suggesting the colors had been used. Despite the
destruction of time, the remnants kept the most valuable hints of the lost culture. I was
greatly inspired by that and decided to develop my color scheme based on the colors of
bronzes and oxidized bronzes.
Bronze is a mixed metal created by combining a varied ratio of copper and tin, if
it were left exposed to oxygen over an extended length of time, the outer layer would
become oxidized and develop a dazzling aquamarine to greenish-blue layer to protect
the metal body from corrosion. 24
The bronze was sleeping soundly underneath layers of earth so the oxidized
bronze color could be seen as the proof of time. According to the creation myth, Lạc
Long Quân, the demi-god king, was a descendant of dragons who belonged to the sea,
and Âu Cơ, the fairy queen, was a fairy who lived on land. The Viet tribes at the time
also honored the sun as the highest power. It was evident that the Lạc Việt citizens’
spiritual life was strongly connected to nature and Dong Son culture was inspired so
much by their creation myth. I strategically developed the extended palettes as natureinspired, with cool tones inspired by the deep blue seas, to warm colors inspired by the
burning sun, the vibrant tropical weather, and the rich soil of the deltas where the Dong
Son civilizations flourished.
Jonathan Maes, “Why Do Brass, Bronze and Copper Turn Green?” Make it From Metal (Make it From
Metal, March 2, 2019), https://makeitfrommetal.com/why-do-brass-bronze-and-copper-turn-green/
24
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The bronze artifacts had given many hints of Dong Son’s clothing and
accessories. For example, on Dong Son daggers with handles cast into the shape of a
woman, we could see Viet women often had their hair tied neatly in a bun, and both
male and female would often wear earrings. The motifs found on bronze remnants also
suggested that the people would dress up like birds with their clothes adorned with
feathers. The creation myth mentioned that the fifty sons followed Âu Cơ to rule the
land, and divided their country into fifteen states to govern. Combine this with the fact
that bronze remnants were found across Vietnam, from coastal to highland, this
suggested some migrations and a spread of Dong Son culture. Currently, Vietnam has
fifty-four recognized ethnic groups, many of whom reside deep in the mountains. A
certain degree of isolation helped them preserve their original customs and languages.
By comparing the similarities in their clothing, and the remaining record of Northern
Vietnamese ancient clothing, together with Dong Son remnants, I built my characters.
Because I was inspired by the highly simplified and archaic style of Dong Son’s
art motif, I chose the visual style to be highly symmetrical and geometric. Besides some
organic elements, most of the designs were built by using only geometric shapes like
circles and triangles. I intended to reimagine the characters to be living vessels of
culture that speak to modern audiences, not as some faraway past that was alien from
the modern people but as friendly messengers of culture that guided people into the
past.
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CHAPTER 5.
CHARACTERS
5.1. Au Co

Figure 1. Au Co paper toy mockup (front and side view)

According to Vietnamese creation legend, Âu Cơ (Au Co), was the earth-based
fairy who married to the demigod king, Lạc Long Quân, the ruler of Xích Quỷ. Their
divine unity resulted in Âu Cơ giving birth to an egg sac of a hundred eggs, which
hatched into a hundred sons collectively known as Bách Việt [A hundred Viet (tribes)],
the ancestors of all Vietnamese (chapter 2.1). The creation legend was first considered
a myth until a remarkable discovery of bronze artifacts in Dong Son, Vietnam, shed light
on a lost civilization, of which remnants proved that the creation legend was based on
real history that indeed happened (chapter 2.2)
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Interestingly, on the body of the thousands-year-old bronzes, there was a unique
motif depicting a large dragon-shaped boat which was highly stylized as a dragon
raising up the sky with its mouth opened wide to catch a bird flying straight into (figure
2). The miraculous marriage of Lạc Long Quân and Âu Cơ was depicted artfully and
dynamically. With their big sizes and feather-like decorations added, the boats were
likely used for maritime activities. Still, the romance added to the boats made it beyond
just a means of transportation.

Figure 2. (Left) Anonymous, Boat motifs on Dao Thinh bronze jar, Bronze, 2500-2000 BCE,
Vietnam National Museum of History, Vietnam, http://baotanglichsu.vn/
(Right) Anonymous, Boat motifs on Hoang Ha bronze drum, Bronze, Vietnam National Museum
of History, Vietnam, http://baotanglichsu.vn/

The design of “Au Co” was inspired by the boat motifs and the bird motifs. Âu
Cơ’s name meant “seagull lady”; all the bird motifs subtly hinting about the fairy but the
bird design in boat motifs directly symbolized Âu Cơ.
One of my favorite scenes was the boat motifs found on a bronze jar from the
Dao Thinh site, Vietnam (figure 2 and figure 3). The motif depicted scenes of two
dragon-shaped boats floating along the river. Many feather-clothed people were riding
21

on the boat. As the boats traveled the river. countless birds were flying alongside. Under
the water, many fishes and crocodiles were swimming. There were not any signs of
conflicts or fears. Birds were not afraid of humans, nor were humans wary of crocodiles.
Animals and humans joined peacefully in another peaceful day, all blessed by the
glorious sun shining above.
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Figure 3. Au Co paper toy design (parts)
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5.2. Lac Long Quan

Figure 4. Lac Long Quan paper toy mockup (front and side view)

Lạc Long Quân was a semi-mythical demigod who ruled Xích Quỷ. His marriage
to the fairy Âu Cơ was a symbolic union of dragon and fairy, which birthed the Bách
Việt, the hundred sons that became the ancestors of Vietnamese. He was known as the
Father of Vietnamese civilization (chapter 2.1).
The design of “Lac Long Quan” was inspired by the crocodile motifs, which
symbolized dragons. The dragon motifs appeared a lot on Dong Son’s weapons and
armors. Being inspired by the idea that Lạc Long Quân was the dragon descendant who
longed for and belonged to the sea, I created the color palette inspired by the colors of
the tropical sea, imagining the dazzling scene of the aquamarine ocean gorgeously
sparkling under the bright red sun (figure 7).
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I planned the color schemes of “Lac Long Quan” and “Au Co” to be
complimentary, bipolar contrasting yet harmoniously enhancing one another, which
emphasized the influence of dualism in Dong Son art. The similarity in colors used, and
the repeated motifs of the boats and sun also suggested their relation to one another. I
preferred aquamarine over blue also because it was the color of oxidized bronze, a
direct hint at Dong Son artifacts.
The character “Lac Long Quan” was holding a dagger with a handle shaped like
a woman, which was inspired by real Dong Son bronze daggers. The dagger itself was
an example of dualism: the dagger’s blade symbolizing masculinity, hostility, and activity
while the woman-shaped handle symbolizing femininity, tenderness, and passivity. The
blade was a perfect unity of fierceness and romance.25 Moreover, I added dragon
tattoos on the body of the character, whose skin was tanned because of the sun, to
reflect the ancient Vietnamese custom of tattooing dragons on their body, which was
mentioned in the creation legend, to avoid attacks by crocodiles (chapter 2.1).

Kim Định, in Sứ Điêp Trống Đồng [The Messages of Bronze Drums] (San José, CA: An Việt, 1984),
p.39
25

25

Figure 5. Lac Long Quan paper toy design (parts)
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5.3. Children of Dragon and Fairy

Figure 6. Children of Dragon and Fairy paper toy mockup (front and side view)

According to Vietnamese creation legend, the marriage of the dragondescendant demigod king Lạc Long Quân and the fairy Âu Cơ birthed the first a
hundred sons known as Bách Việt, who were the first ancestors of Vietnamese.
Because of that, the Vietnamese always referred to themselves as “the children of
Dragon and Fairy”.
Reflected in Dong Son art was an evident pride and gratitude of Dong Son
inhabitants toward their ancestors, which strongly influenced their philosophies, values,
principles, and ways of life. The piece “Children of Dragon and Fairy” was an
embodiment of that remembrance of origin. The Vietnamese thought of themselves as
children of Lạc Long Quân and Âu Cơ, sharing the same roots, living together
harmoniously and always consciously searching for true peace and happiness.
27

Figure 7. Children of Dragon and Fairy paper toy design (parts)
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5.4. Nghe

Figure 8. Nghe paper toy mockup (front and side view)

Thousands of years ago, axes were an important and useful tool, not only to hunt
and fight against wild animals but also to take down trees for wood. Hence, numerous
bronze axes of varied styles and designs were also found in Dong Son sites. On the
body of these bronzes, there was a very popular motif seen repeatedly, depicting a
hunting scene where a dog was actively chasing and confronting deers while humans
riding on boats (figure 9).26 This motif suggested that Dong Son inhabitants had tamed
and trained dogs for hunting. Deers were an animal of high alertness and agility, which
was not easy to catch, so Dong Son hunters strategically surrounded the deers using
small boats and released the dogs to block their escape route. The deers would be
caught up by surprise that left the hunters enough time to approach their prey.
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Lược Sử Tộc Việt, “270. Con Nghê – Linh Vật Thuần Tính Việt,” Lược Sử Tộc Việt, June 2, 2019,
https://luocsutocviet.wordpress.com/2019/05/27/270-con-nghe-linh-vat-thuan-tinh-viet/.
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Ibid.
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Figure 9. Anonymous, Dong Son bronze axe, Bronze, 2500-2000 BCE, Vietnam National
Museum of History, Vietnam, http://baotanglichsu.vn/

Because of their early engagement and participation with humans, dogs had
become a familiar animal in Vietnamese civilization. Through time, the dog was raised
to the level of a mythical guardian creature, named Nghê, the same as the Four Spirits
(Dragon, Phoenix, Turtle, Lion). Nghê became a unique indigenous mascot of
Vietnamese since then, many temples, buildings, and structures often had a pair of
Nghê statues guarding.28
The character “Nghe” embodied the ancient hunting scene and Dong Son axe,
and the companionship between the dogs and Dong Son civilians. The design was
inspired by Nghê statue and Dong Son axes with their unique hunting scene motif.

“270. Con Nghê – Linh Vật Thuần Tính Việt.” Lược Sử Tộc Việt, June 2, 2019.
https://luocsutocviet.wordpress.com/2019/05/27/270-con-nghe-linh-vat-thuan-tinh-viet/.
28
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Figure 10. Nghe paper toy design (parts)
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5.5. Feather-Clothed People

Figure 11. Feather-clothed People paper toy mockup (front and side view)

We could sense the Lạc Việt people’s fascination with feathers, which was
reflected in their design motifs full of feather details. Even though Dong Son’s art motifs
were highly stylized to the point of being almost abstracts, we realized their clothes,
houses, and tools were inspired by birds, with dominantly curved lines and feather
decorations. Feather was a direct indication of the totemic bird of Văn Lang.29 The
people of Dong Son dressed up with feathers, like beautiful birds, proudly showing their
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Lương Định Kim, in Sứ Điệp Trống Đồng (San Jose, CA: An Việt, 1984), p. 50.
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pride as the descendants of their fairy Mother Au Co. Small and vulnerable mortals, with
their spirits yearning for the sky and things bigger than life, becoming like a bird was
what the ancient Vietnamese were always longing for in their pursuit of happiness. But
what exactly does ‘becoming like a bird’ mean?

Figure 12. Rubbing of human figurines playing musical instruments on Ngọc Lũ bronze drum,
2500-2000 BCE, Vietnam National Museum of History, Vietnam, http://baotanglichsu.vn/

Ancient Viet worshipped the sun, the magical existence that reigned the vast sky
and brought the world into existence. And philosophically, the sun also represented the
greatest wisdom of all beings and that our life’s goal was to master it. Hence, the bird,
with their wings that they could fly up and get closer to the sun, was the symbol of the
deepest wish of the ancient Vietnamese: becoming like a fairy so they get closer to the
heavenly blessings, a metaphor of becoming fulfilled and finding true happiness.
Not only on the Ngọc Lũ bronze drum, but most Dong Son bronze drums also
depicted human figures dressed in clothes adorned with feathers and playing musical
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instruments (figure 12). This illustrated Dong Son citizens' way of life, reflecting their
wish to live an abundant, joyful, and carefree life like that of the blessed fairies’.
The motif was simple yet powerful in storytelling. The ancient tribes were
vulnerable before the uncertainty of the wildness and hostile beasts. Once the sun went
down and darkness took over, people started the bonfire and gathered together,
because being together they would be stronger. I could envision the elders were telling
stories and legends, and then people began dancing. They danced away their fears and
vulnerabilities, they danced to cheer themselves up. Their dances and their clothes
represented their hopes and dreams.
I used the feather-clothed people motif as the inspiration (figure 11). The paper
doll embodied a Lạc Việt citizen, dressed in beautiful clothes adorned with gorgeous
feathers and was dancing graciously by the bonfire under the moonlight. The headdress
was romanticized and illustrated as the shape of a Lac bird, suggesting that the person
was honoring their legendary birth. The piece captured the moment when the sky turned
gently from dreamy purple to deep blue, as everyone was dancing happily, the moon
started to show up and showered them in golden light.
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Figure 13. Feather-clothed People paper toy design (parts)
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5.6. Original Triangle

Figure 14. Original Triangle paper toy mockup (front and side view)

As discussed in chapter 5.5, “Feather-Clothed People”, Dong Son citizens
showed a strong affection for their mythical origin and an inherent desire to reconnect to
their roots, where they would live a life of enlightenment, abundance, and happiness. By
deciphering the design motifs on Dong Son drums, modern researchers would shed
light on Dong Son philosophies.
The motifs on the top of Dong Son drums could be divided into three groups: the
inner was a star-like motif that represented the sun, the middle followed by humans and
their daily activities, and the outer was about animals.30

Kim Định, in Sứ Điệp Trống Đồng [The Messages of Bronze Drums] (San José, CA: An Việt, 1984), pp.
30-37.
30
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Figure 15. Rubbing of decoration on bronze drum tympanum, Vietnam National Museum of
History, Vietnam, http://baotanglichsu.vn/

Aligning with Dong Son philosophies considering the sun as the most important
source of energy of all living things, the sun motif was placed at the center of the circles
(figure 15). Between the sun and the human motifs was a ring of triangles. The triangle
was an abstract depiction of yoni and lingam, the human’s reproductive organs,
symbolizing the sacred process of creation and regeneration.31 The symbol indicated
that the union of masculine and feminine was where the magical creation began and
that within every living being was the energy of sacred power.
The star-like sun motif was also itself a combination of multiple triangles facing
outward. Figuratively, the triangles facing inward symbolized mortality and human’s
instincts, and the triangles pointing outward symbolized immortality and human’s
consciousness.32 The sacred sun that brought life into being had a double meaning as

31
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Ibid, p.28-30
Ibid, p.30.
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the conscience of human beings. Only when being conscious, humans could
understand the meaning of life and achieve true happiness, which was not about
chasing after physical comforts, but about going within to search for the higher wisdom.
This character, Original Triangle, was inspired by the radiating light of
enlightenment channeling through the original triangle motif and Dong Son philosophies
about the power within. Even though the abstract design was small and easy to be
overlooked, it held a key idea to decipher Dong Son philosophies. To reflect the idea
that the vessels of magic were mortal beings, I chose earth-tone color as the base color.
The decorations were abstracts of bronze drums and sun rays, using circles and
triangles. The giant triangle that the character’s wearing was inspired by an original
triangle motif (figure 16). The character itself was an embodiment of the philosophical
concept.
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Figure 16. Original Triangle paper toy design (parts)
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5.7. Harmony

Figure 17. Harmony paper toy mockup (front and side view)

As discussed in chapter 3.2, “The Human and The Universe”, Dong Son civilians
believed that authentic happiness would not be found by chasing after material goods,
but by seeking wisdom and appreciating life. In their art, they showed their appreciation
for the living as they portrayed all animals and humans in the same size and in
proportion, without excessive exaggeration. Hence, they chose to live their life in
harmony with nature.
The paper toy “Harmony” was an embodiment of that empowering philosophical
concept.
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Figure 18. Harmony paper toy design (parts)
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5.8. The Artisan

Figure 19. The Artisan paper toy mockup (front and side view)

A strong level of farming practices had developed within the Dong Son society,
resulting in a surplus of harvests and an abundance of economic opportunity. Richness
and abundance from the rich northern delta areas of Vietnam did not only contribute to
rapid development of their tools and crafts, but also to their rapid development of their
own specialization. The ancient Vietnamese did not produce gigantic arts due to their
human-centered idealistic nature, which influenced them to seek fulfillment through
appreciation of life rather than chasing after physical objects. Rather, they produced
mostly practical tools for daily use. Nonetheless, their tools were skillfully crafted with
original patterns and adorned with story-telling motifs. In the surviving antiquities, there
were a number of bronze ladles with highly stylized handles. One ladle was gracefully
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extended into a spiral at one end where a statue of a musician, playing a trumpet-like
instrument, was attached (figure 20).
A number of techniques were mastered by Dong Son artists, such as stone
carving, wood carpentry, bronze casting, and weaving. Because bronze tools were
durable and of improved quality, they eventually replaced stone tools. Aside from the
refined casting techniques, Dong Son jewelry making was also developed to an
advanced level. Stone and glass necklaces, earrings, and hair decorations were found,
suggesting a richer spiritual life.

Figure 20. Anonymous, Dong Son bronze dipper (ladle), Bronze, Vietnam National Museum of
History, Vietnam, http://baotanglichsu.vn/

The design of "Artisan" was inspired by the beautifully crafted tools and jewelry of
Dong Son and was intended to be a representation of that craftsmanship. My
impression of Dong Son's philosophies was that they were both realistic yet spiritual,
emphasizing realism, equality, harmony, and human-centered ideals. In essence, the
people of Dong Son made tools for practical purposes, but artisans from Dong Son had
43

elevated the everyday tools to a higher level. The objects are more than just tools; they
are works of art. Taking life as it is and seeing the beauty in every little thing. This was
the Dong Son way of life. The character's headdress was inspired by a bronze bracelet
with bells. It held a tool used for pounding rice, which was also designed like a feather
(figure 19). Since bronze was cast in the fire, just as the sun and heat played a major
role in Dong Son agriculture, I chose red and metallic brown colors. The character itself
contains the spirit and talent of Dong Son artists.
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Figure 21. The Artisan paper toy design (parts
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5.9. Giao Long

Figure 22. Giao Long paper toy mockup (front and side view)

As discussed in chapter 3.1, "Art Motifs Found On Dong Son Artifacts", dualism
dominated Dong Son art and philosophies. The concept of dualism was symbolized by
two crocodiles perfectly mirroring one another where their feet touched. Throughout the
deltas, crocodiles inhabited the rivers due to the tropical climate and geographical
characteristics. There was also an apparent association between this and the dragon
tattooing custom of Dong Son civilians as a means of avoiding crocodile attack and the
numerous crocodile motifs on bronzes found at Dong Son. The word giao long was an
ancient word that meant “crocodile”. The character "Giao Long" represents a concept of
dualism in Dong Son culture.
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Figure 23. Giao Long paper toy design (parts)
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5.10. King An Duong Vuong and The Golden Turtle

Figure 24. King An Duong Vuong paper toy mockup (front and side view)

An Dương Vương [King An Duong] was the title of Thục Phán, the semi-mythical
king of the country of Âu Lạc, which existed in the 3rd century BCE in Vietnam. King An
Dương Vương was a powerful leader of Tây Âu tribes, who led the united forces of Tây
Âu and Lạc Việt (previously ruled by Hung Kings) against the ruthless invasions of Qin
Shi Huangdi of China. After defeating the Chinese invaders, King An Dương Vương
united the two Vietnamese tribes, Tây Âu and Lạc Việt, into Âu Lạc. The king
immediately started the construction of Thành Cổ Loa (Co Loa Citadel), later famously
known as the first and most important fortified settlement in Vietnam. With his
experience in warfare and the awareness of China’s invasion threats, An Dương Vương
focused on fortifying the settlement and equipping the army, later found artifacts from
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Co Loa Citadel excavation sites had also proven the advancement in weapon making
techniques of the period.
Before the discovery of Dong Son culture and Co Loa Citadel, the story about
King An Dương Vương was considered a mythical legend. It was also recorded in Lĩnh
Nam Chích Quái, under the name “Truyện Rùa Vàng” [The Story of The Golden Turtle].
The story was detailed as follow:
Thục Phán defeated the last Hung King and ended the dynasty. He united the
states, changed the name of the country into Âu Lạc, and started building the citadel.
But the walls kept collapsing regardless of how many times they were rebuilt because of
the vengeful spirits of the descendants of the previous Hung King. King An Dương
Vương prayed to god for guidance and one day a wise old man mysteriously appeared
and told the king the citadel can only be built with the help of the messenger of Thanh
Giang [messenger of the Blue River]. The messenger of Thanh Giang indeed appeared,
in the form of a golden turtle that could speak human language. With the help of the
Golden Turtle, the malicious spirits were dispelled and the citadel was completed. The
citadel was huge, with its walls shaped like a spiral (figure 25), thus it coined its name
Loa Thành [Spiral Citadel] (Cổ Loa Thành means Old Spiral Citadel).
Before leaving the citadel, the Golden Turtle left his claw and instructed An
Dương Vương to use the claw to make a crossbow. The King commissioned Cao Lỗ,
who then used the claw of the Golden Turtle to make the crossbow, famously known as
Linh Quang Kim Quy Thần Cơ [Sacred Light Gold Turtle Magical Crossbow] (figure 28).
The magical crossbow was able to shoot multiple arrows at a time, which frightened the
enemies and An Dương Vương successfully defeated the invasion of King Triệu Đà. As
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the two nations proceeded to a peace treaty, Princess Mị Châu, daughter of An Dương
Vương was married to Prince Trọng Thủy, the son of Triệu Đà. The couple lived
together in Âu Lạc. After Trọng Thủy gained the princess’ trust, he tricked Mị Châu to
show him the magic crossbow and secretly forged a fake one to swap with the authentic
crossbow made of the claw of the Golden Turtle.

Figure 25. Plan of Cổ Loa citadel (Đông Anh district – Hà Nội), Vietnam National Museum of
History, Vietnam, http://baotanglichsu.vn

Trọng Thủy lied to the princess that he wanted to return to the North to visit his
father. He said: “What if the two countries went into conflicts again, how could we look
for one another?” Mị Châu replied, “I’m just a woman, it would sadden me badly to be
separated from you. I will scatter the feathers from my feather coat, marking the route
for you to follow, we can perhaps save one another.”
Trọng Thủy returned to the North, then with the stolen magical crossbow, King
Triệu Đà led an Harmonyarmy to invade Âu Lạc. An Dương Vương lost desperately, he
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hurried to flee Co Loa Citadel, with princess Mị Châu sitting behind him on his horse.
The king finally reached the dead end. Facing the sea, he cried to the messenger of
Thanh Giang. The Golden Turtle appeared again and sternly said: “The one sitting
behind you is the enemy!” Realizing the country was lost because of his dearest
daughter, the king enraged and took out his sword to behead his daughter. She bitterly
pleaded, “Dear father, if I ever betrayed you, I shall turn into dust. But if I were indeed
innocent, and got tricked, I pray to turn into pearls to repent my sins.” As she died, her
blood swallowed by the shellfish and turned into pearls, the Golden Turtle opened up
the watergate leading the king to the underwater. When the enemy came there was
nothing left but the corpse of Mị Châu, Trọng Thủy brought her back to the Co Loa
Citadel where her corpse turned into a jewel. Engulfed in sadness and guilt, Trọng Thủy
then committed suicide by jumping into a well. 33
In his book Vang Vọng từ Trống Đông Sơn [Echoes from Dong Son Drums], the
author analyzed the remnants of Dong Son weapons which had distinguishable designs
similar to the ones found in Co Loa Citadel, then he mapped out the traces of Thục
Phán who was later known as King An Dương Vương. The Thục descendants fled to
the South after their country was destroyed by the Qin army. They eventually united Tây
Âu, Nam Cương and Văn Lang into Âu Lạc to fight Triệu Đà from the country of Nam
Việt (Nam Yue). Thousands of bronze arrows and bronze crossbows found in Co Loa
Citadel also reaffirmed the myth of the strikingly powerful crossbow mentioned in the
legend. The ages of these bronze weapons were determined to be created around the
3rd century BCE, which matched with the descriptions about the country of Âu Lạc.

Trần Thế Pháp et al., Lĩnh Nam Chích Quái [A Selection of Wondrous Tales in Lĩnh Nam] (Kim Đồng
Publisher , 2019).
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After Âu Lạc was defeated, the king and his followers fled to the South, which
resembled the detail where the King fled with his daughter, then suicided by the sea.34
The story of King An Duong Vuong was indeed an interesting case when the
truth was intermingled with surreal elements, making the story a semi-mythical legend,
which remained mysterious for thousands of years. Without the discovery of Dong Son
Culture and Co Loa Citadel, perhaps we would never have imagined this part of history
indeed happened.
The piece “King An Dương Vương” was entirely inspired by the mythical legend
“Truyện Rùa Vàng” [The Story of The Golden Turtle] and the fascinating discovery of Co
Loa Citadel. It was an embodiment of the famous settlement, the legendary king, and
the fierce fighting spirits of ancient Vietnamese (figure 24). I extracted the design motifs
from the actual bronze crossbow (figure 28), and the plan of Co Loa Citadel (figure 25).
To emphasize the idea that the citadel was meant to be a heavily fortified settlement,
besides styling the design as the ‘walls’, I also added an X-shaped motif which was
popular on Dong Son defense shields (figure 29). The image of a turtle on top of the
character was a hint to the legend of the Golden Turtle.

Kiều Quang Chấn, in Vang Vọng từ Trống Đông Sơn [Echoes from Dong Son Drum] (Hà Nội, Vietnam:
Nhà xuất bản Thế giới, 2018), pp. 63-76.
34
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Figure 26. King An Duong Vuong paper toy design (parts)
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5.11. Magic Crossbow

Figure 27. Crossbow paper toy mockup (front and side view)

As discussed in chapter 5.10, “Kinh An Duong Vuong and the Golden Turtle'', the
mythical citadel of Cổ Loa was proven to have truly existed. Among layers of walls
equipped with complex defense mechanisms were tens of millions of bronze arrows
with original head designs. The remnants of molds and unfinished arrows suggested Co
Loa Citadel used to have workshops specialized in producing weapons.
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Crossbow must have been available before the time of An Dương Vương since
many remnants of its detachable complex parts were found across the kingdom of Âu
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Ibid.
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Lạc. With its advanced mechanism, a crossbow would be able to shoot not just one but
multiple arrows at once.36 Crossbow wasn’t unfamiliar, so what special about An Dương
Vương’s legendary crossbow that was incredibly strong and frightened the enemy, so
much that King Triệu Đà had to send Trọng Thuỷ to spy on its secret? The legend did
give a hint when saying the crossbow was remarkable because of the claw of the
Golden Turtle. Could it perhaps suggest that it wasn’t the crossbow itself, but its ‘parts’
were the decisive factor?

Figure 28. Triggers of the crossbow (left), bronze arrows (right), Vietnam National Museum of
History, Vietnam, http://baotanglichsu.vn

Various versions of the legend claim that the magic crossbow could "shoot
hundreds of arrows" or "kill thousands at once”37 This could be possible if we reconsider
the classic concept of the crossbow as a handheld weapon. As thousands of years
passed, most of the organic parts of the crossbows had deteriorated, making it

36
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Ibid.
Ibid.
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impossible to envision what An Dương Vương’s crossbow would have looked like. As
the author argued in his book Vang Vọng từ Trống Đông Sơn, there were traces of
oversized specialized crossbows built in northern Vietnam that were powerful enough to
sink warships. Because Co Loa Citadel was built with the purpose of being a fortified
settlement, King An Dương Vương, as an experienced warrior king who placed a high
value on defense must have had equipped Co Loa Citadel with automated crossbow
machines that were specially designed to increase the arrows per shot, as well as
maximize reloading speed, power, and precision. Several modern Vietnamese
researchers have attempted to rebuild the crossbows; their prototypes can shoot five
arrows simultaneously that travel up to twenty meters until they strike the target.38
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Figure 29. Crossbow paper toy design (parts)
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5.12. Lac Bird

Figure 30. Lac Bird paper toy mockup (front and side view)

Lạc was a totemic animal of ancient Việt tribes, it was famously known as the
symbol of Lạc Việt and Dong Son culture. The motifs of Lạc birds were found almost
everywhere on Dong Son bronzes, especially on bronze drums (figure 15), which were
an important artifact that carried within themselves beautiful depictions that shed light
on the lost Dong Son civilization.
The "Lac Bird" paper toy was an embodiment of the resilient and undying soul of
the bronze drums against the brutal corrosion of time when being buried and forgotten.
The bronze drum was a symbol of Vietnamese spirit that kept holding on to and never
gave up on their past and origin.
58

Figure 31. Lac Bird paper toy design (parts)
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CONCLUSION

Philosophy is the spiritual product resulted from humans’ interaction with the
surrounding world. These philosophies which shaped the morale, values, principles, and
ways of life, could liberate and lead humanity to ultimate happiness. Philosophies, or
abstract thoughts, could not be fully described by words, so that since antiquity humans
have used art to communicate the wisdom. By studying the arts, we could understand
the culture, the mind and heart of our ancestors, and to learn the messages and lessons
they left for us. Dong Son art has been a perfect vessel which not only contains hints of
history, but also echoes the spirits of the ancient Vietnamese.
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